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(STAMFORD, CT.) October 18, 2021 — The CenterCap Group, a leading boutique real-estate focused 
investment bank, announced today that Deborah Smith, its co-founder, has been selected by Connect 
CRE as a national winner for its 2021 Women in Real Estate Awards.  

From hundreds of submissions, Connect CRE highlights women with achievements and inspirational 
stories who have reached respected positions of leadership and play key mentorship roles for others in 
commercial real estate. After careful consideration, Connect CRE chose 10 National winners, as well as 
leaders from each of the 10 areas covered by our regional newsletters: California, Texas, New York, 
Chicago, Atlanta, Boston, Florida, Seattle, Phoenix and Washington, DC. 

Highlights from Ms. Smith’s nomination included Ms. Smith’s work with numerous firm clients to 
reposition their business strategies to remain competitive and relevant for their constituents (investors, 
employees and counter parties) in a very difficult COVID-19 year.  Also highlighted was Ms. Smith 
numerous thought leadership articles written during the pandemic, providing industry insight and 
perspective on a number of topics including cold storage, logistics and social impact investment sectors. 
In an article written ahead of COVID-19, she highlighted the social impact investment avenues within 
multifamily–before it became a topic of true discussion within the industry.  

You can read more of Ms. Smith’s story by visiting Connect CRE’s website at 
https://www.connectcre.com/awards/2021-women-in-real-estate/national/ 

About The CenterCap Group  

The CenterCap Group, LLC is a boutique investment bank providing strategic advisory, capital-raising 
and consulting related services to private and public sector companies and fund managers across the real 
estate industry. The firm offers its clients a unique formula of new ideas, unwavering objectivity, in-depth 
industry knowledge, extensive transactional experience and widespread relationships. Securities are 
offered through CC Securities, LLC, member FINRA/SIPC. CC Securities, LLC is a subsidiary of The 
CenterCap Group, LLC. For more information, visit www.centercapgroup.com. 


